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A number of recent studies have concluded that differing local government tax and expenditure
packages necessarily create incentives for households to locate in a non-optim;ll
fashion. This
pape:. shows, on the contrary. that the locational equilibrium ~IC~J:be optimal. For example, if
migration produces no congestion costs. then as long as localmes tax the locationally-fixed
commodity, land, the equilibrium will be optimal. In fact, there are only two reasons why nonoptimality may result: local taxes may be distortionary
(by taxmg the mobile rather than
immobile factor), or there may be non-internalized
externalities.

1, Introduction
Consider an economy partitioned
by a number of localities. These
localities, let us suppose, provide public goods and services to their residents,
and levy taxes to finance the concomitant costs. Suppose further that
households are mobile. An optimal allocation of resources in this system
must have the characteristic that there is no alternative feasible bundle of
private and public goods, and no alternative distribution of households (and
their labor) across localities, such that some household is better off and no
household worse off in the alternative situation. This is a sufficient condition
for optimality.
A necessary condition for optimality is the following: for arbitrarily gken
levels of public good provision in all communities, there can be no
alternative feasible bundle of private goods, and no alternative distribution of
households across localities, such that someone is made better off and no one
worse off. The present paper is concerned with this necessary condition for
optimalitg, particularly with reference to the location of households. Thus, if
an allocaGon of resources satisfies this necessary condit,ion for optimality, the
economy will be said to have achieved lomtionul
yjji‘ciwc~~.
Note that the
question of locational efficiency is distinct from the question of whether
nublic goods are provided efficiently to the households residing in each
community.
*The main text of this paper draws on material developed in Chapter II of my unpublished
disszrtalion. I thank Thomas Poguc for many helpful discussions on this topic. Thanks also to
Urs Schweizer

and a referee

for suggesting

extensions

of the initial

r’crslo:l

of t!lc piper.
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A number of recent studies, including Buchanan and Goetz (1972) and
Flatters, Henderson, and Mieszkowski (1974), seem essentially to have
concluded that differing local government tax expenditure packages necessarily create incentives for mobile households to locate in a non-optimal
fashion. The intuitive rationale for this conclusion, which seems to be widely
a.ccepted, is that the migrant household produces ‘fiscal externalities’ for the
existing residents of a community by reducing their tax burdens and/or by
inicreasing the congestion of public facilities; because these social benefits and
costs do not enter the household’s private decision cal$ulus, inefficiency must
be the result.
In this paper I wish to suggest an alternative and, I think, a more natura!
approach to the analysis of this question. By doing so I shall be able to
prove the following very traditional-sounding
propositions:

One can rationalize these results as follows. When migration produces no
equilibrium will be
optimal if local taxes are not distortionary. Because households cannot avoid
a tax on a fixed factor by moving from one community to another. their
locational decisions are undistorted and hence efficient. When migration does
produce real extuwalities,
in the form of congestion of public facilities.
corrective taxes are called for to internalize the externality, restoring optimality. By implicitly assuming that local governments tax only the mobile
lactor, previous studies have erroneously concluded that efficiency, in general,
:ISunattainable. Further, Proposition 2 has not been stated previously.’
On course, it might be argued that this paper, with its emphasis on
‘iocational efficiency. misses an Lsscntial problem in not allowing for v+
rlability in local public good provision and may not be directly comparable
with the earlier studies. Certainly the well-known Tiebout (1956) paper,
which was inspired by Samuelson’s (1954) public goods paper and which in
turn motivated Buchanan and Goetz, was concerned precisely with Ihc
rtul externalities in the form of congestion, the locational

‘The relevant htcrature goes back to early contributions
by Buchanan 1130. 19521. An
Important
recent work is that of Buchanan and Wagner (1970). [See Fcidstt,in (1970) rw
comments.] Ako Mtller and Tabb (1973) present a model of inefIicient howehold migration
which is very wmlar to the Buchanan
(19501, Buchanan- Wagner. and Duchanim-Goctz
analyses. For further citations, set the first section of the Ruchanan -Wagner paper. It mny be
noted that Negishi (1972) establishes Prop&on
1 in his model, although he does not draw
attention to it and does not relate it to the litcraturc cited here.

implications of household I1-obiiity for efficiency in local public expenditure.
Thus. in the model of Flatters. et al. (1974). the Samuelsonian condition for
public good provision (xMRS= MRT) is alway< met, making the level of
public good in a sense endogenous to the model. Yet in the appendix to this
paper, I show why the assumption that public goods levels are arbitrarily
fixed is actually more general than the Flatters et al., assumption. The point
in a nutshell is simply that the levels of public good provision at which the
Samuelsonian condition is met are irrnong those that might be arbitrarily
specified. And in the concluding section of the main text, I suggest that the
above-cited
efficiency

literature
question.

has made an important
but has not really

addressed

contribution

to the locational

the basic problem

stirred up

by Tiebout.
The plan of the paper is to present, in the main text, a brief, informal, and
intuitive presentation of the key ideas. In the mathematical appendix, the
results are developed rigorously
2. Characterization

of an optimum with pure public goods

To begin with let us set out the basic framework. It is assumed for
convenience that there are only two communities or regiorls, 1 and 2,
between which identical. utility-maximizing households are free to migrate at
zero cost. There are two homogeneous I’actors of production, labor and land.
Each household is assumed to possess one unit of labor which is intrinsically
tied to it (and is therefore mobile). On the other hand, land is locationally
fixed. and it is assumed that the quantity Si available in each community is
fixed. There is a constant returns to scale production function for each region
F’(n,, 3:) relating the inputs of labor (n, = number of residents in region i) and
land to the homogeneous output. This output is either consumed, with .yi the
consumption per head in region i, or used as the sole input Zi into public
good supply for the region. The level Qi of public good provision in each
community is assumed fixed. Also, provision of the pubhc good in one
community is assumed not to benefit residents of the other, i.e., there are no
interjurisdictional spiilovers. Finally, it is assumed for simplicity that there is
no congestion in public good consumption, i.e., the public goods are ~UWIJ~
public. This latter assumption is relaxed below.
Now define a household’s willingness to pfy for public good consumption
in region i. B,(Q,), as the maximum
amount
ol’ the private
good the
household
would
bc willing to gi\,c up in order t~l consume Qi units of the
public
good ralher
than 7ero (01. anv other
rcfcrcnce
amount 1.’ TllC
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aggregate willingness to pay for Qi is then the sum over all households in
region i of the B,‘s. Next define the total value of private good consumption
as tihe number of units of the private good consumed in the aggregate by all
of the households in the economy. Then one can define an efficient allocation
of resources (including the allocation of households to regions) as an
allocation such that the total value of consumption - that is, the total value
of private good consumption plus aggregate willingness to pay for public
good consumption in the two regions - is maximized. More formally, if
C’(Qi) is the cost function for the public good in region i, the welfare
maximand is 3

w= ~ (Fi(rZi*Si)- C'(Qi)

t niBi(

(1)

i=l

since total private good consumption equals total output less the amount
used for public good provision.
Given this measure, the problem of characterizing an optimal allocation of
households between regions is quite simple. Holding constant the quantity of
public goods supplied in each region, the obvious necessary ccndition for
efficiency is that, for each household, the total value of consumption across
all households be unchanged or decreased if that household is shifted from
its current residence to the other community. That is, if it is possible to
increase the total value of consumption when one household is relocated,
then the original situation cannot be optimal.
How then does the total value of consumption change as a household is
relocated‘? ‘There are two aspects of the relocation that are relevant. First, the
total value of private good consumption will change if the marginal product
of the household’s labor differs between the two regions. Remembering that
the Qis and hence the total costs of public good provision are fixed, it is
clear that private good consumption will increase (decrease, remain unchanged) if the marginal product of labor is higher (lower. the same) in the

level of public good consumption. To s%:ethis, consider a reference consumption
bundle (sy.Q”).
Then the maximum amounmt the house;lold would be willing to pay to consume Qi units ol the
public good, starting from the reference situation, is

since its utility, when consuming

Qi but giving up L?,(Q$).is

xII-B,(Q,)+~~(Q~)=~~‘+~“=,~~(.~Y.Q”).
%iven

the utility functions
Wzii,

rIi(.Ki+gi[Qi])-

of 11.2, (1) cm be written as
$

IIigO=

i:l
so

that Wis an unweighted

sum of individual

i

niUi(XiqQi).-K

i-l

utilities (less a constant).

new community: as a household moves from community 1 to community 2,
the total value of private good consumption will change by Fz - FJ (where
FL=?F’;in,).
In a world with no pul>lic sector, private good consumption
would have to be maximized at the optimum and efficiency would require
that Fi =Fi. When there is a public sector, however, one must also look at
the effects of migration on public good consumption. In the absence of
congestion, it is obvious that the public good consumption of only one
household, the migrant, need be considered, for the consumption of all other
households will remain unchanged as the migrant relocates. If we assume
that labor is paid its marginal product. the necessary condition for optimal
allocation of households. assuming positive population levels for both
communities. is
w, t B, = \\‘2

t

B,.

where \V is the wage in region i. 11 the equality did not hold in (21, then the
total value of consumption could be increased by the appropriate relocation
of households. This relocation should continue until the wage rate rises (falls)
in the community of departure (arrival) sufficiently for equality to be
achieved.
3. Optimality properties of equilibrium
Given that condition (2) characterizes the optimal location pattern, the
question remains. will decentralized utility-maximizing households achieve
this optimum ? I shall approach this question by deriving the condition fo;
equilibrium location: this condition will then be compared with (2).
It is necessary to note first that the self-interested individual will move to
the community in which the value of llis private good consumption plus
public good consumption is maximized. The former is equal to his .iotal
income less taxes. In general, of course, households have claims to botl. wage
and non-wage income. If the household resides in community i, it will be
paid a gross wage equal to its marginal product, \\‘i. Further, if ,\‘i is the
household’s endowment of land in community i, then its gross income from
land rents will be x’_ , r’&. Note that this income is iri~l~pe~~de/~f
of the
household’s location. as long as it is possible to own property in a
community without residing there. I will assume that a community can tax
both the labor and the land wittlin its boundaries. Let si,. and rt be the tax
rates on wages and rents, respcztively, in community i. Then (remembering
that each household possesses one unit of labor) the total after-tax income of
a household, should it residr: in community i, is

!‘i =

(1-

T’I,.
)\I’,

t

s
j=

( I - T";!“jSj.
1

(3)
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A household will of course consume all of its after-tax income. In equilibrium, households will be indifferent between residing in community 1 and 2,
which means that
J-1

=yz +B,.

i-B,

(4)

Thus, by (3) the condition
(1 -r$tj

tB,

=(l -r;,)W2

0,

must be satisfied in equilibrium.
Now let us compare the equilibrium condition
condition (2). There are three cases to consider.

(5)

(5) with the optimality

Clrsr 1. T~.~tioi~ 0f‘ tire rnohile jir~rc~r*. Clearly whet1 r’,, ‘is positive, conditions (2) and (5) do not coincicle unless rt, =r$. There is no reason to
expect this to occur, and’s0 in ger:eral the equilibrium will not be optimal
when labor is taxed.
This is essentially the conclusion reached in previous studies. Indeed.
Flatters et al. (1974) quite correctly show that equal taxes per worker across
communities is the special condition which ensures optimality.
Cwf 2. Bertf$t tti.wtioll.
An argument which dates to Musgrave’s 1961
contribution to the NBER Public’ Fintrr~crs
volume is that when locahtics
levy taxes according to the benefit principle, the locational equilibrium will
be optimal.
Since this result contradicts the conclusion reached in the more recent
studies, it is worthwhile to examine it briefly.
Let ~Bi/aQi be the marginal benefit to a typical household of the public
good provided in community i. If we let 7;: be the benefit tax paid by a
household residing in community i, then (assuming the public good is
optimally supplied and producible at constant marginal cost, so that the
local budget is balanced)

(6)
Since households pay no tax on wage or rental income in this model, the
expression for after-tax income becomes

1’;

=

\Vi

f

f
,=I

r..c.- 7;:

I.’
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instead of (3). and the equilibrium condition
\\‘I

-T,

+B,

(4) is explicitly written as

=\Q-Tr+B,.

Now, if the individual demand curves for local public goods are unit
elastic” and identical across regions, the benefit tax per household given in
(6) will be a constant that is the same for both regions. Condition (7) then
reduces !o (2) and locational efficiency is attained. Such circumstances would
presumably be fortuitous, however, and as long as benefit taxation entails
T, 4 T2, inefficiency must rTsu!t. Of course, since non-resident households do
not benefit from the public goods provided in a community, and therefore
pay no taxes there, a benefit tax is in effect a tax on a household’s presence
in a community. Since households are mobile, their locational decisions may
be distorted by benefit taxes just as they are distorted by a tax on labor
income. Thus the non-optimality of the locz’ional equilibrium under benefit
taxation is not surprising.
Ccrsc 3. Tu.xtrtim qf lund. Now let us turn to the case where localities tax
the fixed factor. Because r:, =0 in this situation, it is obvious from (3) and (5)
that the equilibrium condition coincides with the optimality ,>ndition (2).5
Intuitively, this follows simply because the household’s land tax burden does
not depend on its location, so that the tax does not distort its locational
decision. This is, of course. the result Proposition 1 mentioned earlier.
When we compare the conclusions reached in each of these three cases, the
source of the divergence between the present analysis and that of previous
writers is clear: whereas they have implicitly assumed that households or
their labor must be the source of local tax revenues, I have explicitly allowed
for the possibility that localities may tax the fixed commodity. And whether
one prefers to think of dead-weight welfare losses as measured by the ‘welfare
triangle’ or, more rigorously, in terms of tax-induced deviations from the
margir,al conditions for optimality, the conclusions are equally unsurprising.
As the literature on optimal taxation would suggest, a tax on elasticallysupplied commodities leads to inefficiency, while a tax on a commodity in
inelastic supply does not.
4. The case of impure public goods

treatment of this cast can bc given fairly briefly since it amounl:, to a
technictilly minor variation 07 tlic above analysis. The csscnct’ of congestion
The

‘A condition which Flatters. et al. (1974. pp. 105 106) ldentlfy as sulklent for an optmum In
their model, but which they do not relate to 1i1e Mw;pra\c argument.
‘This result IS entirely con\l\:cnt with the analysk of Flattcv.. ct aI. Thclr optimality condition
(4) requires that s!,=~t. which is clearly satisfied if T: =O for both i.
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costs is that, while all households in the community consume the same
quantity of the good, the presence of an additional member in the consuming

group reduces the amount of the good available for all. Thus all residents of
a city use the same road system, but a reduction in population would in
some sense leave more road services to be consumed by the remaining
residents. Congestion is thus reflected in the public goJd cost function, which
may now be written

where Ch = SC’/&ri>O. To maintain a given level of public good provision
requires greater expenditures, the greater the population. I assume in
acidition that C’ is convex, so that Ci, 20.
Now let us consider the condition for optimal location with congestion
costs. A household entering a ccmmunity increases the value of output by its
marginal product, it enjoys the consumption of the local public good, and, in
addition, it congests the public facilities necessitating an increase in public
expenditures. Thus the optimality condition generalizes from (2) to

Of course the migrant will ignore the congestion that his entry imposes,
since the level of total expenditures will vary only minutely with a unit
change in population. Thus the condition for equilibrium location is the
same as for the pure public good case, i.e., (5).
To see whether or not the locational equilibrium is optimal, we need only
compares eqs. (5).and (8). Clearly the equilibrium will typically be inefftcient if
localities rely solely on land taxation, for in this event rL,=Ol and (5) and (8)
do not coincide. Only in the seemingly fortuitous circumstance in which the
marginal (congestion) cost of additional population is the same in each
community will the equilibrium be optimal.
On the other hand, a comparison of (5) and (8) indicates how an optimum
can be achieved by appropriate tax policy. Each community imposes a tax of
$= C~,4vi on labor, using land taxation to make up any additional needed
revenue. That is. to internalize the real externality imposed by migrants and
achieve efficiency, one need only follow the familiar principle of levying a
classical Pigovian corrective tax. This is the result stated above as
Proposition 2.

5. Conclusions

The discussion above points to two important empirical magnitudes -- the
mobility of the taxed factor and the size of the congestion costs imposed by
migrants - which determine whether or not a locational ecuilibrium will be

optimal. In this regard, recall that a number of studiesb have provided
evidence that !ocal property taxes in the U.S. are capitalized to a significant
extent. Because a tax on a fully mobile factor could never be capitalized this
evidence suggests that local taxes may not be highly distortionary. Of course
some mobility cf the tax base is necessary for efficiency if migration produces
congestion costs: thus the empirical question of the efficiency or inefficiency
of tl,e U.S. federal system is a difficult one to answer. But certainly no
evigence has been offered to support the presumption that the system is
in&ient.
Thus, certainly on theoretical grounds and potentially on empirical
grounds we have reason to doubt the conclusion of Buchanan and Goetz
(1972, p. 38) that
‘local governmental units simply do not, and cannot, behave in the
manner that ekency
criteria would dictate. The organization and
operation of a fiscal sharing group on [an efficiency] basis violates the
central notion of free ntigrarion, the notion upon which the models of
the Tiebout adjustment process are initially founded . . . . The fiscal
discrimination between old residents and in-migrants or new residents
that would be required for efficiency violates the central meailing of
resource mobility.’
The fallacy here is that household mobility is distinct from tax base mobility.
In the absence of congestion costs, only immobility of the tax base is
necessary to secure efficiency.
Of course one would be surprised to find that any actual taxing arrangement succeeds in perfectly internalizing migration-induced externalities while
producing no distortionary effects. But the demonstration that local t&x
systems are not ideally efficient is not a demonstration of the need for central
government intervention - for example, in the form of inter-jurisdictional
equalizing grants, as suggested by numerous writers. For such intervention is,
liable to introduce its own distortions and costs, and these must be weighted
against the defects of the existing system. Thus difficult empirical questions
must be answered before the need for any corrective policy can be
established.
I claimed at the outset that while the literature in this area has contributed
to our understanding of the locational efficiency question, it 1~s not shed
much light on the issue iaised by Tiebout (1956). I should qualify this
‘See Oateh (1969). and the studies reviewed by Gustely (1976). for crample. This arca of
research is unsettled, of course. since many things determme property values beside> taxeb. The
effects of public expenditures on property values must be allowed for. as *:mphasized by Oates.
Also the relative scarcity of communities providing certain levels of public g3od pr.Gsion [SW
Edel and Sclar (1974)]. or Imposing zoning requirements of a particular type [HamIlton (1976)].
will aNect property values. These points simply reinforce the conclusion that empirical testing for
efliciency or inefliciencr
~ill be difficult
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claim by remarking that the Tiekout paper is as subject to variable
interpretion as the U.S. Constitution is said to be. Like the Constitution this
may be one of its strengths: being incompletely worked out and largely
speculative, different scholars have found in it hints for interesting research in
several related, but distinct, areas. Thus one could probably make the case
that Tiebout was principally concerned with locational efficiency. It seems
more plausible to me, however, to suggest that what Tiebout ‘really’ tried to
establish is that household mobility facilitates revelation of prefirences for
local public goods. Tiebout, repeatedly citing Samuelson’s fundamental paper
on public goods, was concerned to show the possibility of a market a;nalogue
for the provision of such goods that would be immune from Xie strategic
free-riding stressed by Samuelson. It is only too evident that I‘iebout did not
succeed in this task, which is not surprising given the ay;Jarent
difficulty of
doing so, and it is just recently - beginning, say, with a paper by McGuire
(1974) - that models have been ccnstructed in which household locational
choice bears importantly on the achievement of the conditions for efficient
public expenditure.
It is obvious that Socational efficiency and preference revelation are distinct
issues, and that determination of public goods levels are crucial to the latter
but not to the former. Nonetheless, the two questions are not unrelated. In
particular, when locational efficiency is not achieved because of non-optimal
taxes, the Samuelson conditions characterizing the optimal level of public
good provision have to be modified. [See Diamond- Mirrlees ( 197 1).
Atkinson--Stern (1974) for example.] Thus, the locational efKciency problem
must be fully understood and seen in its proper light before we can hope to
get a satisfactory theory of local public expenditure determination
via
preference revelation in the manner suggested by Tiebout.
Appendix

The treatment given above, though correct in its essentials. is not as
rigorous as might be desired. In this appendix I shall present a more formal
demonstration of Propositions 1 and 2. To begin with, in Section A.I. some
necessary conditions for an optimal allocation of resources are set out, and
the results in the text on the non-optimality of wage or head taxation, exctipt
as a corrective for congestion, are established. It is also shown t:l;it. with a
land tax coupled with a wage tax serving as a congestion charge, th,:
necessary conditions for an optimum will be met. In section A.2. it is shown
that the land tax-congestion charge system does in fact lead to an optimum.
il.1. Nec*csxrr_rt ondiricws,fi)v

(112

r)ptimrm

The model in this appga*Tdixis basically the same as that presented in the
text, except that allowance is made for several regions rather than just two.

There are ji identical households, etch of whom possesses one unit of
homogeneous labor service which can be employed only in the region in
which the household resides. A household has preferences defined over
private and public good consumption that can be represented by a oncedifferentiable utility function rr(.xi.Qi), where Si and Qi are, respectively. the
priva. 2 and public good consumption of a household residiilg in region i. i
=l , . . ., R. Let I+ denote the number of households residing in region i. When
the arguments of the function tl(_~i.Qi) are understood, we can write simply
II’: let subscripts denote partial derivatives and assume ui >O always.
Private good production in region i. x, is determined by a differentiable
linear homogeneous production function F”(li, Si), where li and Si are the
amounts of labor and land employed, respectively. Both partial derivatives
are assumed strictly positive.
To provide Qi units of the public good to tli households residing in region
i requires zi=C’(Qi. ni) units of the private good as input. When I assume
that the levels of public good provision are fixed, I will let oi denote the
fixed level for community i. A>>ume that C’( 9 ) is twice continuously
differentiable, with Ci,zO, Cb>O, and convex, so that CL,,20, CLQ20, and
c;J& - (C& )22 0.
Now consider the problem of characterizing an optimal allocation of
resources. Initially. take the Qi’s as fixed at Qi. If. ultimately, we are
concerned with evaluating alternative tax schemes in a world in which there
are no restrictions on household migration, the feasible set should include
only those allocations that generate no interregional utility differentials.
Other allocations. in which households in different regions Ilave different
utility levels. will be unsustainable because utility differentials will cause
migratory flows. TllUS. for an allocation Of resources (I= ((Xi), (li). (ni 1, (Si ),
(I;),
(2,)) to qualify as an optimum
i.e.. as an allocation that maximizes
not only must the technologica!
the common utility level of all households
and commodity-balance constraints be satisfied,
(Ala)
(A.lh)

I, .-.II,

s, -:s

for all I.

L

(Ale)

(A.ld)

r; =F’(l+

Si)

for all i.

(A.lf)
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in addition, we must have
i=2,...,R

Wi,Qi)=n(XlrQI),

(A.k)

to ensure equal utility levels everywhere. If we
determined, the constraints (A.le) and (A.lg)
rather than Qi’S; otherwise, there is no change.
Assuming an optimum II* exists, there is the
CoGder first the case with Qi’S fixed arbitrarily.
found by maximizing the Lagrangian

wish to allow the Q;s to be
should be written with Qi’s
question of characterizing it.
Necessary conditions can be

L=“(x,,Ql)+~C(Yi-niXi-Zi)+CE.i(ni-Ii)
i
i

+CBi(si-Si)+\’
i

fi_Ctli
(

i

>

+Cyi[Z;-Ci(Qi3t7i)] +C4i(F’(li,Si)i

+

Yi)

i

C i’,[“(si,Qi)-u(S1,Q1)l,

.-

if1

where Greek letters denote multipliers. At an interior optimum,

(A.2a)

i=

?L
-=;li-q=o
iZi

2,. . ., II,

(A.2b)

for all i,

(A.2c)

for all i,

(A.2d)

for all i,

(A.2c)

for all i.

(A.2f)

for all i

(A.2g)

Using (A.2c). (A.Zf). and (A.Zg) to eliminate i,i and ;‘i from (A.2d), the latter
becomer;

Ff-xi-c--!=o

for all i,

‘I
implying
F~-s~-C:,=F,‘-_~~-C;

for all i. j.

(A.3)

If one allowed for the Qi’S to be determined optimally, as in Flatters, et al.
(1974). one would still obtain the first-order conditions (A.2a) ~~ (A.2g).
Nou of course. the functions tli and C’ would be evaluated with Q; at its
optimal value. In addition, one would have the first-order conditions
(A.2h)
f-L
--= &l& - -yiCb= 0,

j=3

k..

.

.,

fl.

c'Qi

(A.2i)

Using (A.2a), (A.Zb), and (A.2g) yields the well-known conditions
for all i.

(A.4)

The important point to note is that (A.3). the locational efficiency condition,
continues to hold just as before. Indeed, by allowing for the possibility that
(A.4) may not obtain, the case where each Qi is arbitrarily fixed at Qi is
actually more general then the case where the Ql’s an: chosen optimally.
Eyuilil~~iun;. Conditions (A.3) are necessarily satisfied at an optimum. The
question that now needs to be addressed is whether these conditions will in
fact be met by price-guided decentralized decisionmakers. To answer this
questicn the institutional structure of the economy must be specified.
Suppose first that all households have identical endowments of land, where
,\7iis the endowment of land in region i of each household. It is assumed that
all land in each region is initially held by some household.
Assume that private good production is competitively organized, that firms
maximize profits, and that the aggregate production technology in each
region is described by the functions F’ introduced above. In equilibrium,
factors are paid the value of their marginal products; taking the private good
as numkraire, this implies that \t’;= Ff and I*~= Ff. where \tli is the price of li
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and ri is the price per unit of Si. Let T’, and r: be the rates of wage and rent
taxation in region i, respectively. It is assumed that wage taxes can be levied
only on residents, while taxes on rents can be levied on any owner of land,
regardless of location.
If a household resides in region i, ii will be subject to the budget
constraint

Substituting for M’iand rj, the following relationship
FI:-

xi -

must obtain:

zlFf = - C ( 1 - ~~)‘jsj.

This implies
+xj

-7~F;=F~-xj-r~,,Fj

for all i,j.

(A.5)

Note that all of the above conditions hold, regardless of whether the level of
Qi, in eql.:dibrium, is fixed optima!ly, or just assumes some arbitrary Qi level.
Comparison.

It now remains to compare (A.3), which is necessarily met at
an optimum, and (AS,), which is necessarily met at an equilibrium.
Case

1. Wuge

tuxution

witholrt congestion.

Assume rL=O, all i. In the
absence of congestion, Ci=O. Comparing (A.3) and (A.5). it is evident that
the former will necessarily be violated in equilibrium unless r&.Fj=r{,F{.
Ujlless \~~agetu.xes per worker ure the strme in ull regions, the equilibrium
locution puttern will de$.+ritely be Izort-opfimul. This is the conclusion reached
in earlier studies.
Cuse 2. Tuxutiun of lund rent without congesfion.
Assume rf,,
=O, all i. Since
Ch=O, it is clear that (A.3) will be satisfied in any equilibrium. In the &WIIW
of congestion, the necessary conditions ,fi)r un optimrrm \Gll hi) strri.sj:fied in
eqtlilibrium

ij !und rent trlone is taxed.

CLlse 3. Corrxcticr wuge tuxtrtion with congestion.
Assume t:,, = C:, \\‘ir all i,
and set up pi= (Zi - t$CVilti)/riSi, all i. (i.e., set wage taxes so that e,,ch worker
pays a tax equal to marginal congestion cost, using land rent taxes to make
up any needed additional revenue - or to disburse any surplus.) A comparison of (A.31 and (AS) under these assumptions reveals that corrrctir~e
\\‘IIRL’
trrsrs cwpled
tsirh land rent tu.wtion Itwd, in ql~ilihri~rrn. trl the
.suti.\:ftrt*tionqf’ the nece.sstrry conditions jiw tm optimlrm. Note that this result
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really encompasses the preceding one (Case 2) as a special case in which Ck
=o.

The above discussion showed that, in the absence of congestion, taxes on
mobile households generally entail ineffkiency: the necessary conditions for
optimaiity mtlst be violated (except in highly special circumstances) and an
optimum ctrrtrtclt be achieved. It was also shown that in an equilibrium in
which taxes are levied on immobile land, with appropriate corrective wage
taxes, the necessary conditions for an optimum are satisfied, so that an
equilibrium IWJ be optimal. Here this latter proposition is strengthened: an
equilibrium of the type specified is optimal.
rl rhitrcrrily ji.wd Qi‘.s. To demonstrate this, it is necessary to describe an
equilibrium more completely. I consider first the case where one has specified
levels of public good provision Qi=Qi* all i. Then an equilibrium is an
allocation vector U= ((Si), (Ii), (Ifi), (Si), (x), (Zj)), a price vector p= ((,Ci).
(rj)). and a tax vector t = ((rf,.), (7:)) satisfying conditions (A.l) and
s, = ( 1 -

r’,,)tq

+

c (1-

Tj )‘;ij

for ail i,

(A.6a)

j
Zi = T~.\t’illi

(Ii. Si. y ) max x - \\‘Ji -- ViSi

all

i.

(A.6b)

for ail i.

(A.6c)

fr>*

f Tlr,S,

The first condition is the budget constraint for a household residing ir i, the
second is the balanced-budget constraint for each government, and till, third
requires that lirms be at a maximum-profit position in equilibrium.
Now suppose there exists an equilibrium 1;. p. Tsuch that
(A.7)

irnd sitpposc that this equilibrium is not 311 optimum. Then there exists a
irector ii satisfying (A.1 ) such that Lllc common utility lei-el of all lmuseliolds
is

gtX?iltCr

at

rllc ti all0ci1tion;

~r(_+,Q, I > II(.<,.Qi)

i.e..

for ~lll i.

1 slllll deduce a contradiction.
Implying
equilibrium is not ,111optimum ~~-is false.

(A.8)
Ihilt

lllc

h~pothcsis

that

the
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Note first, from (A.8), that
~i-s’i>O

for all i.

(A.9)

Further, taking a Taylor expansion of C’( - ) about (&i, ri,), we have

2, - Zi ~ (n^i-

lzi)C~(Qi,

(A.lO)

~ii).

Now define

and

n’i is the aggregate profit earned in region i in equilibrium, while St is the
profit earned when prices are at their equilibrium levels and inputs and
output are at the alternative levels (&,Si, 8). Using the fact that a’ and li
satisfy (A.lb) and (A.lc), we have

CCEi-7ii)=C(t- ~)-C$i(fii-fii).
i

i

(A.1 1)

i

One can substitute from (A.la) for the first term in the right-hand side of
(A.ll); one can also substitute from (A.6a) and (A.7) for \~i. Using the fact
that

(A.lO) becomes
~(72i_Tsi)=C(n*i_~i_ri,~i)+C
i

i

(ii-R,)

i

-C.~i(,ii-lii)-CC~(rii-iii).
i

i

One now applies (A.9) and (A.lO) to conclude that
C(~i-~~i)>O,
i

which means that, for a least one i, the inout-output

vector (c si, g) --
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which is feasible, since 2 satisfies (Alf) - is more profitable, at equilibrium
prices (C,. ?,) than the equilibrium input output vector (<. si, x). This of
course contradicts the equilibrium condition (A.6c). The equilibrium must
therefore be an optimum.
Qptindity

qf qrrilihriwn
with wriuble
Qi’S. I now consider the case where
an equilibrium has been atf ined such that the Samuelsonian conditions
(A.4) are Fatisfied. I will exploit the assumption that individual utility
functions are strictly quasi-concave and twice continuously differentiable.
Indifference curves are therefore smooth and convex - i.e., non-pathological.
An equilibrium is therefore described by a vector Q = (Qi) of levels of public
goods, and vectors 11,p, and t with the same meaning as before, satisfying
(A.! ), (A.4), and (A.6).
Now suppose there exists an equilibrium Q. u‘,fi. t such that

fiti,

=

C’
c@
fi4
__!L1L!_

for

a,l

i

.

\Ci

(A.12)

and suppose that this equilibrium is not an optimum (in the extended range
of economies admitting variable Qi’s). Then there exists a pair Q, ci satisfying
(A.l) such that
U(.~i,~i)>lf(Sli,Qi)

for all i.

(A.13)

As before, I shall derive a contradiction, establishing the claim that the
equilibrium is optimal.
Note first, by (A.13) and the strict quasi-concavity of II. that

(where a tilde above
equilibrium values of
for this well-known
equilibrium, it follows

rii(.~,-.~j)

ui or C’ will denote evaluation of the function ;.lt the
its arguments). See, e.g., Arrow and Enthoven i1961)
property. Given satisfaction of (A.4) at the initial
that
t ~b(6i

--Qj)~O.

(IA. 14 )

From convexity of C’. one has
2i_Zj~el(~i_lii)+~~(Qj_Qi).

iA.15)

One can define I?~ and si just as before. and (A.1 1) continues to hold.
Again use (A.la) in {A.11). and use (A 6a) and (A.12) to eliminate \Ci and <,..
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establish the strong, that

C(72i_l?i)=C
i
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the weak inequality

and (A.14

to

(r^ii.;i+~i-~i~j--Zj)

i

which implies, as before, that (A.6c) is violated in the initial 0, 2, fi, r
situation. But this situation was assumed to be an equilibrium: hence a
contradiction
has been derived. The equilibrium must therefore be an
optimum.
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